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Abstract
We analyze two alternative retransmission timers
for the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). We first
study the retransmission timer of TCP-Lite which is
considered to be the current de facto standard for TCP
implementations. After revealing four major problems
of TCP-Lite’s retransmission timer, we propose a new
timer, named the Eifel retransmission timer, that eliminates these. The strength of our work lies in its hybrid
analysis methodology. We develop models of both retransmission timers for the class of network-limited
TCP bulk data transfers in steady state. Using those
models, we predict the problems of TCP-Lite’s retransmission timer and develop the Eifel retransmission timer. We then validate our model-based analysis through
measurements in a real network that yield the same results.
1. Introduction
The retransmission timeout value (RTO) is the time
that elapses after a packet has been sent until the sender
considers it lost and therefore retransmits it. This event
is called a timeout. The RTO is a prediction of the upper
limit of the round-trip time (RTT), i.e., the time that
elapses after a packet left the sender until the sender receives a positive acknowledgment (ACK) for that packet. In the following, we speak of “the RTT” when
referring to the RTT of the last segment for which the
sender received the ACK, independent of whether the
sender had timed that segment to derive the RTT. Especially on an end-to-end path through the Internet, the
RTT may vary considerably for various reasons. The
time that remains until the timeout for a packet occurs is
maintained by the retransmission timer state (REXMT).
Thus, the RTO is the REXMT’s initial value. We use the
term retransmission timer to refer to the combination of
REXMT and RTO.
The retransmission timer is a key feature of a reliable link or transport layer protocol. It can greatly influence peer-to-peer performance. A too optimistic
retransmission timer often expires prematurely. Such an
event is called a spurious timeout. It causes unnecessary
traffic, so-called spurious retransmissions, reducing a
connection’s effective throughput. In TCP [20], timeouts also trigger congestion control [1], [6], [8], [21] that

may additionally reduce the end-to-end throughput. A
retransmission timer that is too conservative may cause
long idle times before the lost packet is retransmitted.
This can also degrade performance. This is obvious for
interactive request/response-style connections. But it
also affects bulk data transfers whenever the sender has
exhausted the window limiting the number of outstanding packets before the retransmission timer expires.
In this paper, we analyze two alternative
retransmission timers for TCP. Although, we only focus
on TCP, we believe that our conclusions also apply to
other reliable end-to-end and link layer protocols. We
first study the RTO proposed in [6], and the implementation of that RTO and its corresponding REXMT as
documented in [24]. We refer to that implementation of
TCP as TCP-Lite since it is part of the 4.4BSD-Lite distribution of the BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution)
operating system. The BSD networking stack has been
ported to various operating systems running on hundreds of thousands of servers and clients on the Internet.
In the following, we refer to TCP-Lite’s retransmission timer as the Lite-Xmit-Timer. After revealing a
number of problems of the Lite-Xmit-Timer, we propose an alternative retransmission timer which we call
the Eifel retransmission timer, and refer to it as the
Eifel-Xmit-Timer1. In the following, we use the indices
L (Lite) and E (Eifel) as qualifiers for a metric when referring to its definition or implementation. We omit
those qualifiers when discussing a particular metric in
general. The following set of equations define RTO L. In
its implementation, RTOL is updated every time the
sender completes a new RTT measurement, denoted as
RTTSample.
DELTAL = RTTSampl e – SR TT L
1
SR TT L = SRTT L + --- × DELTAL
8
1
RTTVARL = RTTVARL + --- × ( DELTAL – RTTVARL )
4
RTO L = MAX ( SRTTL + 4 × RTTVARL , 2 × ticks )

SRTT is the so-called smoothed RTT estimator.
SRTTL is a low-pass filter that memorizes a connection’s
RTT history with a fixed weighing factor of 7/8.
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The Eifel is the name of a beautiful mountain range in
Western Germany.

DELTAL is the difference between the latest RTTSample
and the current SRTTL. RTTVAR is the so-called
smoothed RTT deviation estimator. Through RTTVAR,
the RTO accounts for variations in RTT. RTTVARL is a
low-pass filter that keeps a memory of a connection’s
RTT deviation history with a fixed weighing factor
of 3/4. We refer to the constants 1/4 and 1/8 as the estimator gains and to the constant 4 as the variation
weight. Little motivation other than implementation efficiency is provided in [6] for this particular set of constants.
REXMT and RTO are maintained in multiples of
ticks, i.e., some fraction of a second that is operating
system dependent. This is also referred to as the timer
granularity. Because of the heartbeat timer (explained
in Section 3.4) implemented in TCP-Lite, a minimum of
2 ticks is required for RTOL.
We call the time that has elapsed since a segment
was sent the age of a segment. Likewise we refer to the
oldest outstanding segment as that segment in the sender’s send buffer with the highest age. That segment also
carries the lowest sequence number of all outstanding
segments. It is the segment that gets retransmitted when
REXMT expires. TCP-Lite maintains a single REXMT
per TCP connection. When a segment is sent and
REXMTL is not active, it is started (initialized with
RTO L). When an ACK arrives that acknowledges the
oldest outstanding segment and more segments are still
outstanding, REXMTL is re-initialized with RTOL.
We briefly summarize related work concerning the
Lite-Xmit-Timer. Karn’s algorithm [11] must be implemented in TCP [3]. It prevents a clamped RTO by ignoring the RTTSample derived from a retransmission and
doubling the RTO (exponential timer backoff) up to a
maximum of two times the maximum segment lifetime
[3], i.e., 240 seconds, each time REXMT expires for the
same segment. This makes it possible to eventually collect a valid RTTSample again. Otherwise, the sender
might get stuck retransmitting the oldest outstanding
segment while the RTO is clamped at too low a value.
The authors of [4] remove an inaccuracy in the implementation of RTOL that made it more conservative than
intended in its definition. This has been updated accordingly in later TCP implementations (e.g., in the
FreeBSD operating system). Through trace-driven simulation, the Lite-Xmit-Timer and some of its variations
are evaluated in [2] against a large set of real measurements. The authors conclude that the RTO minimum (2
x ticks) dominates the performance of the Lite-XmitTimer and that its performance can be further increased
when a timer granularity of 100 ms or less is implemented. However, that study also concludes that the estimator gains and the RTT sampling rate (explained in
Section 2.2) have little influence on the Lite-Xmit-Tim-

er’s performance. We disagree with those two conclusions. On the contrary, we show in Section 3.2 and
Section 5.1 that, in some cases, the RTT sampling rate
greatly influences the Lite-Xmit-Timer’s performance.
Furthermore, we show in Section 3.2 and Section 4.2
that when the RTT sampling rate is high and the TCP
sender’s load is large, the choice of the estimator gains
and the variation weight becomes crucial. Moreover, we
argue that the definition of the estimator gains and the
variation weight should depend on the RTT sampling
rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes our model- and measurement-based
analysis approaches. We use the model to analyze the
Lite-Xmit-Timer and explain its problems in Section 3.
We further apply the model to develop the Eifel-XmitTimer in Section 4. We use measurements in an experimental network to validate our model-based analysis,
and also to validate our implementation of the EifelXmit-Timer. This is explained in Section 5. Section 6
summarizes our conclusions and outlines our current
and future research.
2. Analysis Methodology
We develop a model of the class of network-limited
TCP bulk data transfers in steady state which we describe in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we
describe the measurement setup that was used for validation purposes.
2.1 Choosing a “typical” TCP Connection
TCP’s operation and performance is largely determined by the path’s metrics such as available bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and packet drop pattern.
Ideally, a well-designed retransmission timer should
perform well over any possible end-to-end path. In the
Internet, however, those path metrics can vary considerably over short and long time scales [18]. Consequently,
the typical TCP connection does not exist. This makes it
particularly difficult to validate the design of a an endto-end retransmission timer. Our approach is therefore
to study one common class of TCP connections which is
frequently found in the Internet, yet, is simple enough to
allow for a model-based analysis.
A TCP sender’s load, i.e., the number of segments
outstanding at a given time, is either limited by the flow
control imposed by the receiver or by the congestion
control (implicitly or explicitly) imposed by the network2. Accordingly, one refers to such connections as
being receiver- or network-limited.
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In addition, a TCP sender’s load may also be limited by
the size of the TCP sender’s send buffer.
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Figure 1:

The RTT in steady state.

We study the class of network-limited TCP bulk
data transfers in steady state. In this case the sender goes
through periodic congestion avoidance cycles during
which it linearly increases the load on the network until
it receives a congestion signal. It then halves the load
which effectively means that it does not send any more
segments for one half the RTT. This gives the queue at
the bottleneck link time to drain. We further assume a
non-shared bottleneck link with a fixed bandwidth and a
fixed bottleneck buffer size. The sender always sends
fixed size segments. In addition, we assume that the
sender fully utilizes the bottleneck link at any point in
time. The latter has the effect that whenever the sender
increases the load by one segment, that this will increase
the queue length at the bottleneck by one. Consequently,
the RTT increases by the segment’s service time at the
bottleneck link. It also yields a maximum RTT that is
twice the minimum RTT as illustrated in Figure 1.
We refer to the segments a sender sends per RTT as
a flight of segments or simply flight. For network-limited connections, a flight comprises those segments that
are sent at a given load, i.e., the segments sent between
load increases. Given our assumptions, the RTT of a
given flight within one congestion avoidance cycle is
the sum of the RTT of the preceding flight and a segment’s service time at the bottleneck link (see Figure 1
where each dot in the graph denotes one RTT sample).
TCP connections that fulfill these assumptions can,
e.g., be found in situations where the access link (e.g.,
low bandwidth dial-up or wide-area wireless) becomes
the bottleneck link, and only a single application creates
traffic. The analysis of a receiver-limited connection in
such a situation is trivial as the RTT is constant in that
case.
2.2 Model-based Analysis
Given an RTT that evolves in a deterministic and
recurrent manner as outlined in Section 2.1, the RTO
does also, as it is a function of RTT. Thus, we have chosen to model the RTT, the RTO, and all other relevant
sender-side connection state variables on a spread sheet
[14]. We make the following additional assumptions:

• RTT sampling rate
We refer to the RTT sampling rate as the number of
RTT samples the TCP sender captures per RTT divided by the sender’s load. In our model, we assume
that every segment is timed to measure the RTT. In
this case, the RTT sampling rate is 1 if the receiver
acknowledges every segment, and it is 1/2 if the receiver uses delayed ACKs [3]. In “standard” TCP implementations only one segment per flight is timed,
i.e., the RTT sampling rate is the reciprocal of the
sender’s load. The closer the RTT sampling rate is to
1 the more accurately the RTT is measured. Timing
every segment is commonly implemented using the
TCP timestamp option [10].
• Explicit congestion signal
We assume that congestion is signalled explicitly
[21] at the end of each congestion avoidance cycle instead of through a dropped packet [1], [6], [8]. This
simplifies the model-based analysis without limiting
it.
• Timer granularity
To make our model independent of the impact of the
timer granularity (discussed in Section 3.4) we model
“time” in terms of ticks which can be arbitrarily defined.
On our spread sheet, columns correspond to a specific connection state variable (e.g., the RTT or the
RTO) and rows correspond to the arrival of a new ACK,
i.e., a new RTT sample. Thus, the “Time of Day”
progresses from one row to the next by the bottleneck
link’s service time. The spread sheet has a number of parameters including the segment size, the bottleneck
link’s bandwidth and buffer size, and the end-to-end latency. Those are used to instantiate the spread sheet to
reflect a specific connection, i.e., a specific evolution of
RTT. In the following we refer to such an instantiation
of the spread sheet as “the model”. The mentioned parameters itself are less important for our analysis. What
matters is the sender’s load at the end of each congestion
avoidance cycle. This is discussed in Section 3.2.
2.3 Measurement-based Analysis
Our goal is to reproduce a connection with characteristics as close as possible to a connection we can
model using the technique and the assumptions described in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. For that purpose,
we used a single hop network consisting of two hosts
running the BSD/386 Version 3.0 operating system that
are inter-connected by a direct serial cable (see
Figure 2). We used the the BSD Packet Filter [7], [17]
to collect packet traces.
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Figure 2:

Measurement Setup.

In addition, we deliberately configured this setup to
yield RTTs that are several multiples of the timer granularity implemented in BSD/386 (500 ms) to study the
RTO at a sufficient resolution. This can be achieved by
using large packets and a low bottleneck link speed to
create large transmission delays, and by allowing large
queueing buffers to create large queueing delays. In particular, we chose a link speed of 2.4 Kb/s, configured
the maximum receive unit of the Point-to-Point Protocol
[22] to 1500 bytes, and set the size of the interface buffer (IFQ_MAXLEN [24]) to 40 packets. With these settings, the RTT at the end of a congestion avoidance
cycle is about 250 seconds3 or 500 ticks (!). Although,
we do not believe that such settings are commonly
found, our conclusions are not materially affected by
them. We could have obtained similar results by choosing a higher link speed and a smaller queueing buffer,
but that would have required a lower timer granularity.
We always measured a single TCP connection at a
time with the TCP timestamp option enabled. The transmission delay for a segment in this setup is too high to
trigger delayed ACKs. Consequently, we always measured with an RTT sampling rate of one. The only difference to the model of this connection is that the TCP
sender in the measurements had to rely on a dropped
packet and the corresponding three duplicate ACKs [8]
as the congestion signal. The minor impact of this difference is discussed in Section 5.
3. Identified Problems of the Lite-Xmit-Timer
In this section we explain four major problems of
the Lite-Xmit-Timer. The first two are fundamental
flaws in the definition of RTOL while the latter two concern the implementation of REXMTL. While the first,
3.

40 packets of 1500 bytes draining from the interface
buffer at 240 bytes/s.

third, and fourth problems make the Lite-Xmit-Timer
more conservative, the second problem makes it more
aggressive. However, the latter is usually out-weighed
by the other three factors.
3.1 Prediction Flaw when the RTT Drops
RTTVARL is calculated using the absolute value of
DELTAL. Although this is the mathematically correct
definition of the mean deviation, it is not motivated in
[6] whether using the mean deviation in this strict manner is an appropriate design choice. The undesirable behavior this causes is that the predictor (RTOL) “goes up”
when the signal “goes down”. More precisely, it causes
the RTO to initially increase after the connection’s RTT
has dropped to the extent that it falls below SRTT, i.e.,
when DELTA becomes negative.
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In those cases, the effect on RTO is the same as if
RTT had increased by the same amount. This leads to an
RTO that largely over-predicts the RTT, and it takes
some time until the RTO has decayed to a reasonable
level. We illustrate this in Figure 3 generated from the
model described in Section 2.2. The model was configured to a sender’s maximum load of 10 and a timer granularity of 1 ms. As in all following figures we use the
notation RTT(i) to denote the i-th RTTSample for which
the corresponding RTO, RTO(i-1), was determined
from the previous, the (i-1)-th, RTTSample.
3.2 Failure of the “Magic Numbers”
The Lite-Xmit-Timer has been defined under the
assumption that only one segment per flight was timed.
The estimator gains (1/8 and 1/4) and the variation
weight (4) have been tuned to that case. However, if the
RTT sampling rate is higher and the sender’s load is
large, the fixed estimator gains and the fixed variation
weight (the “magic numbers”) fail. The problem in that
case is that the Lite-Xmit-Timer’s variation weight is
too low to raise the RTO to a sufficient level, while its
estimator gains are too high. This causes SRTTL and

rives acknowledging the oldest outstanding segment,
and more segments are still outstanding. This does not
account for the age of the (new) oldest outstanding segment. Thus, before the first timeout occurs, REXMTL is
the sum of RTO L and the age of the oldest outstanding
segment which during bulk data transfer roughly corresponds to the RTT (denoted as “offset” in Figure 5).
This makes REXMTL significantly conservative. We
have described this problem in [12].
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A Collapsed RTOL (model).

RTTVARL to decay too quickly. Thus, RTOL collapses
into the RTT, i.e., RTOL becomes too aggressive. We illustrate this in Figure 4 where the lower graph is a
“zoom” of the upper one. The graphs are based on the
model configured to a sender’s maximum load of 40 and
a timer granularity of 500 ms. In theory, the aggressive
RTO L should lead to many spurious retransmissions. In
practice, this is not the case for the reasons explained in
Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.
3.3 The “REXMT-Restart Bug”
The problem with the implementation of REXMTL
is that it is re-initialized with RTO L when an ACK arSequence Number
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Given that the RTO is a prediction of the upper
bound of RTT, the higher the timer granularity, the more
imprecise and consequently the more conservative the
RTO. Thus, a low timer granularity is desirable. As a
rule of thumb we claim without proof that the timer
granularity should at least be an order less than the RTT.
For example, given that worst-case RTTs commonly
found in the wide-area Internet today are on the order of
a few 100 ms, the timer granularity should at least be
10 ms or a few multiples of that. Hence, the timer granularity of 500 ms, chosen for TCP-Lite is inadequate.
That is one reason why the Lite-Xmit-Timer is so conservative. This issue has been raised many times in the
research community. It motivates why other operating
systems (e.g., Solaris) have been implemented with a
finer timer granularity. In addition, a timer granularity
of 500 ms obviously defeats the purpose of putting
much effort into the formula that determines the RTO
when the RTT never grows beyond a few 100 ms.
The problem with REXMTL is that it is based on a
so-called heartbeat timer provided by the BSD operating system. It expires every 500 ms, triggering a specific
interrupt routine that updates the REXMTL (decrements
it by one tick) of each active TCP connection. It does so
independent of whether one of those REXMTL would actually go to zero or not. Simply increasing the frequency
of the heartbeat timer would therefore result in a waste
of valuable processing power to handle all the “useless”
interrupts. That can become a great problem for busy
Web servers that might have to handle thousands of
TCP connections simultaneously. The heartbeat timer is
also the reason for the minimum defined for RTOL because a REXMTL of 1 tick can expire anywhere between
0 - 1 tick.
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Our motivation for developing the Eifel-Xmit-Timer is to eliminate the problems of the Lite-Xmit-Timer
explained in Section 3. The RTOE is defined by the following equations which we explain in the following
sub-sections.
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4.1 Predicting a Decreasing RTT
To avoid the problem described in Section 3.1, we
define RTTVARE to remain constant when DELTAE is
smaller than zero. In that case RTOE decreases only as
fast as SRTTE decreases. This is illustrated in Figure 6
using the same parameters chosen for the model discussed with respect to Figure 3.
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scales with the sender’s load and which also depends on
the RTT sampling rate. If more than one segment is
timed per RTT, the idea is to distribute the entire weight
of 1 equally over the number of RTT samples per flight,
i.e., to limit the memory of both estimators to one RTT.
With an RTT sampling rate of 1 this leads to an estimator gain which is the reciprocal of the sender’s load, and
it leads to twice that gain when delayed ACKs are used.
If only one RTT sample is obtained per RTT, we define
our own “magic number” of 1/3 as the estimator gain.
We have verified with the model and a broad range of
parameter settings (especially with a small maximum
for the sender’s load) that this constant leads to an RTO E
that is sufficiently safe against spurious timeouts.
Likewise, we define the variation weight as the reciprocal of the estimator gain and thereby also make it
scale with the sender’s load. In a situation where the
RTT has remained constant for a “long time” (i.e., when
RTTVARE has become zero and SRTTE has converged to
the RTT) and the RTT suddenly increases, this ensures
that RTOE is the sum of SRTTE and DELTAE4.
Various alternatives exist to define FLIGHTE. It is
only important that it corresponds to the sender’s load.
In fact, one could define FLIGHTE as the actual load at
any point in time as that can be derived from the senderside TCP state. However, we found that that can be too
noisy, leading to many RTOE spikes. We have therefore
chosen to approximate a lower bound for the sender’s
load. The slow start threshold [6] (SSTRESH) is an appropriate candidate for that. In the common case the
slow start threshold equals half the congestion window
(CWND) [6] but not necessarily, e.g., when the available
bandwidth increases. In that case, we use half the congestion window to determine the approximation of the
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Fixing the Prediction Flaw with RTTVARE.

With this subtle change in the definition of
RTTVAR, RTOE does not exhibit the spikes seen with
RTO L when the RTT drops. Also, note that the graph of
REXMTL (not shown in Figure 6 to not overload the
plot) lies roughly one RTT “above” the graph of RTOL
because of the problem described in Section 3.3. The
graph of REXMTE, on the other hand, is identical to the
graph of RTOE for the reason described in Section 4.5.
4.2 Scaling the Gains and the Variation Weight
To avoid the problem described in Section 3.2, we
remove the constant estimator gains. We replace them
with a single gain for both SRTTE and RTTVARE that
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In those situations the minimum defined for RTOE (see
Section 4.4) would become effective. Thus, to be more
conservative, one might also define the variation weight
as m/GAIN E with m = 2, 3, 4, ....

lower bound of the sender’s load. We add the constant 1
in the definition of FLIGHTE because the number of
segments in the first flight of a congestion avoidance cycle equals (SSTRESH + 1) or (CWND/2 + 1). In that
case both terms are equal. With those changes we arrive
at an RTO where the fraction RTO/RTT remains fairly
constant (see Figure 7).

In situations where a connection does not have
enough segments in flight to trigger the fast retransmit
algorithm [8], i.e., when error recovery has to rely on the
retransmission timer, REXMTE can greatly improve the
end-to-end performance compared to REXMTL.
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4.4 The RTO Minimum
The RTO minimum should be seen as necessary to
protect against spurious timeouts in situations where the
RTT is close to or even below the timer granularity. In
all other cases, the minimum should have no effect. If it
does, then this clearly shows that the RTO has failed as
a predictor of an appropriate upper bound for the RTT.
When using a heartbeat timer, the RTO minimum must
at least be 2 ticks as discussed in Section 3.4. In addition, it seems reasonable to have the RTO not drop below the latest RTT sample. This had already been
implemented in the FreeBSD operating system. This
motivates our definition of the minimum for RTOE.
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To demonstrate that we configured our experimental network described in Section 2 to a link speed of
9.6 Kb/s and set the interface buffer to a size of one
packet. This meant that no more than three segments
were in flight at any point in time, effectively disabling
the fast retransmit algorithm. In Figure 8, we compare
REXMTL with REXMTE using RTOL in both cases to
isolate the improvement that is achieved by restarting
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4.3 Shock Absorbers
In our initial definition of RTO E we were seeing the
same effect that can, e.g., be seen in Figure 6 with respect to RTOL. There the RTO L increases when RTT increases. However, the increase phase of RTO L ends half
way through each flight. Then the RTO L decreases rapidly during the second half of each flight. This can become problematic when the sender’s maximum load is
small. At the end of a each flight, the RTOL might get
too close to the RTT. To avoid that, we defined the gain
for RTTVARE to be the square of GAINE whenever
RTTVARE is decreasing. We call this the “shock absorber effect”: the variation goes up quickly but comes down
slowly. As with the estimator gains, no constant would
have worked to slow the decrease of RTTVARE. We
therefore, again, chose to make that inverse proportional
to the sender’s load. We therefore multiply GAINE with
1/FLIGHTE. This has the effect that RTO E stays roughly
at the same level during the second half of each flight
(see the graph of RTO E in Figure 6).
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4.5 Implementing REXMT Precisely
Eliminating the problem described in Section 3.3 is
straightforward. In our implementation of the EifelXmit-Timer, we simply store the timestamp of when
each segment is sent in a dynamic data structure. That
way we always know the age of the oldest outstanding
segment and can implement REXMTE according to the
following definition.
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REXMT precisely. In this case, REXMTE improves the
end-to-end throughput by almost 30 percent due to the
quicker recovery of the periodically dropped segments.
Figure 9 shows a detailed view of sections of the two
graphs shown in Figure 8. For REXMTE one can see that
the timeout occurs before a third duplicate ACK would
have been received by the sender, had the receiver sent
that ACK. To avoid the resulting competition between
timeout-based error recovery and the fast retransmit algorithm, the Eifel algorithm [13] suppresses the fast retransmit, and restores the slow start threshold and the
congestion window as if the timeout had not occurred.
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4.6 Adapting to Spurious Timeouts
The Eifel algorithm [13] allows a more optimistic
retransmission timer because it ensures that the penalty
for underestimating the RTT is minimal. In the common
case, the only penalty is a single spurious retransmission. With that in mind and given that in steady state
RTO E/RTT is a fairly constant fraction, we can go beyond the given definition of RTOE and multiply it with
a factor smaller than one. That gets RTO E closer to RTT.
But what should the value of that factor be?
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Figure 10: A self-trained RTO.

tor k of 0.05. Clearly, more research is required to determine a reasonable value for k.
5. Measurement-based Analysis
To validate that the model described in Section 2.2
and applied in Section 3 and Section 4, we performed
the measurements described in Section 2.3. In addition,
we performed measurements to study RTO L and RTO E
in case only one RTT sample is collected per RTT.

3
2
CYCLE = --- × MAXCWND
8
k 
 A GG ×  1 – ------------------- ,
for each valid RTT Sampl e


CYCLE
AGG = 
1



 MIN  AGG + --2- × ( 1 – AGG ), 1 , for each spurious timeout

RTO A GG = AGG × RTO E

Instead of finding a constant factor, we experiment
with the idea of having the factor adapt to the number of
spurious timeouts that occur during the lifetime of a
connection. We let the RTO become increasingly aggressive, i.e., let it converge to RTT, until a spurious
timeout occurs, and then back it off to a more conservative level before it becomes more aggressive again. We
propose an alternative definition provided above for the
RTO which we call RTOAGG using an adaptive factor
which we call AGG (aggressive).
CYCLE is the well known formula (e.g., see [16])
that determines the number of segments sent within the
last congestion avoidance cycle which ended with a congestion window of MAXCWND (in multiples of the segment size). The factor k (0 < k < 1) determines how
quickly RTOAGG converges to RTT. For example, k =
0.1 reduces AGG (0 < AGG < 1) by roughly 10 percent
per congestion avoidance cycle.
We illustrate this in Figure 10, based on the model
configured to a sender’s maximum load of 26
(= MAXCWND), a timer granularity of 1 ms, and a fac-

5.1 Collecting only a single RTT Sample per RTT
To see how RTOL performed when only a single
RTT sample was collected per RTT, we repeated the
measurement described in Section 2.3 while disabling
the timestamp option. The result is shown in Figure 11.
Although the spikes in the graph of RTOL still occur for
the reason described in Section 3.1, at least the estimators gains and the variation weight work. Thus, the problem described in Section 3.2 only occurs when the RTT
sampling rate is one or close to one. Figure 12 shows the
same situation for RTOE. The graph of RTOE does not
look much different from that of RTOL in Figure 11, except that it does not have those spikes at the end of a congestion avoidance cycle.
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Figure 11: RTOL when timing one segment per RTT.
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Figure 12: RTOE when timing one segment per RTT.

Another phenomena can be seen when comparing
Figure 11 and Figure 12. Although the maximum RTT
is about 250 seconds in both cases, the minimum RTT is
quite different. This is due to the TCP sender’s “choice”
about which segments get timed to collect an RTT sample. If a segment gets timed just before the end of a congestion avoidance cycle, the RTT is high, and it will take
the duration of that RTT until the next segment is timed.
However, during this phase of the connection the queue
at the bottleneck has drained and already begun to build
up again. Thus, during that time the RTT had dropped
and slowly increased again. This had gone unnoticed by
the TCP sender that was still waiting to collect the (high)
RTT sample. On the other hand, if the timing of a segment ends shortly after the end of a congestion avoidance cycle, the following low RTTs get sampled, too.
5.2 Validating the Model
As a validation of the model we decided to reproduce the plots shown in Figure 4 which were generated
from the model. Thus, we chose the parameter settings
for our measurement setup as described in Section 2.3.
Figure 13 shows the measurement result. Although we
do not get an exact match, it is obvious that the trend of
the graphs are identical. This assured us that our model
is correct. Hence, we validated in practice what we had
already predicted with our model in Section 3.2.
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Figure 13: A Collapsed RTO L (measured).

5.3 Validating the Implementation of RTO-Eifel
As a validation of our implementation of RTOE we
decided to reproduce the graph of RTOE shown in
Figure 7 which was generated from the model. Again,
we chose the parameter settings for our measurement
setup as described in Section 2.3. Figure 14 shows the
measurement result. A comparison yields a close match.
Given that we know from Section 5.2 that the model is
correct, we now have also validated that the implemen(x 500 ms)
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Figure 14: RTOE scales with sender’s load (measured).

tation of RTO E is correct in the sense that it conforms to
the definition of RTOE provided at the beginning of
Section 4.
We have deliberately plotted the graph of RTOE
without connecting lines to highlight the gap after each
congestion avoidance cycle. During that time the TCP
sender received a series of duplicate ACKs that triggered the fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithm. No
valid RTT samples are derived from those duplicate
ACKs which causes the gaps in the graph. This is different in our model for which we have modeled explicit
congestion notification.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we analyzed two alternative
retransmission timers for TCP. We first studied the LiteXmit-Timer which is the retransmission timer found in
most implementations of TCP today. After revealing
four major problems with the Lite-Xmit-Timer, we propose an alternative retransmission timer we call the
Eifel-Xmit-Timer. It eliminates these problems.
However, we do not claim that the Eifel-Xmit-Timer is a sufficiently mature solution at this stage. More
testing and verification under various network conditions, e.g., following the approach suggested in [2], is
certainly required. We encourage further research in this
area, and have therefore made our model [14], and our
implementation [15] of the Eifel-Xmit-Timer publicly
available. Still, our analysis allowed us to draw a number of conclusions that apply in general to any future
end-to-end retransmission timer:
• RTT samples that fall below the smoothed RTT estimator (SRTT) should not be used to update the
smoothed RTT deviation estimator (RTTVAR).
• The estimator gains and the variation weight need
to be dependent on the RTT sampling rate.
• If every segment is timed to measure the RTT, e.g.,
by using the timestamp option [10], the estimator
gains and the variation weight need to be scaled with
the sender’s load.
Apart from correcting the problems of the LiteXmit-Timer, we have proposed a new retransmission
timer feature. The idea is to let the RTO become increasingly aggressive, i.e., let it converge to RTT, while
adapting it to the number of spurious timeouts that occur
during the lifetime of a connection. This feature relies
on the use of the Eifel algorithm [13]. The Eifel algorithm allows to detect whether a timeout was spurious,
and minimizes the number of spurious retransmissions.
Especially interactive request/response-style applications will benefit from the quicker loss recovery provid-

ed by a more aggressive RTO. However, more research
is needed to find the right level of aggressiveness of
such an RTO.
The strength of our work lies in its hybrid analysis.
We developed models of both retransmission timers for
the class of network-limited TCP bulk data transfers in
steady state. With that model we were able to predict the
problems of the Lite-Xmit-Timer’s RTO. We also used
that model to develop a new RTO for the Eifel-XmitTimer. We then validated our model-based analysis
through measurements in a real network that yielded the
same results.
In our future research we plan enhance our model to
work off an arbitrary RTT evolution. We will then further verify the Eifel-Xmit-Timer by gathering “real
world” RTT traces which we then analyze with the enhanced model.
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